Although this file was scanned from the highest-quality microfilm held by Boise State University, it reveals the limitations of the source microfilm. It is possible to perform a text search of much of this material; however, there are sections where the source microfilm was too faint or unreadable to allow for text scanning. For assistance with this collection of student newspapers, please contact Special Collections and Archives at archives@boisestate.edu.
Marine confident he'll return home as EMT to help people

By Arif Fickel

Lance Cpl. Jeremy Jansen was one of a group of marines and their families who watched the firework display on the Fourth of July. The display was sponsored by the Illinois Marine Corps League and was held at Illinois State University. Jansen was present to watch the fireworks display and shortly after, he was called to duty to assist with relief efforts after a nearby canal flooded.

"I was just watching the show when I heard the call to duty," Jansen said. "I didn't hesitate, and I'm happy to help in any way I can." Jansen is a member of the Marine Corps Reserve and has been called to duty on multiple occasions to assist with relief efforts.

Women graduates paid less than male counterparts

By Linda Cook

The American Association of University Women released a report that highlights the gender pay gap and the challenges women face in the job market. The report found that despite progress in recent years, women still face significant disparities in pay and opportunities.

"Women are still facing systemic barriers that prevent them from reaching their full potential," said AAUW President Dr. Gail M.农. "We must continue to work towards gender equality and ensure that all women have access to fair and equitable opportunities."}
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By Maryanne George

Knight-Rider Newspapers

Lee Bollinger was eating a mushroom omelette at the Press Club when he first learned about the decision last month. "It was a shock," he said. "But it's where I live."

The Outdoor Program, said the structure is one of the complex design facets. With a new design the structure is one of the biggest obstacles in building the new climbing wall. The wall's completion date was delayed because of the structure's versatility. The REC Center will offer three types of climbing: top roping, lead roping, and bouldering (where no ropes are used). Staff will supervise the rock gym all times to ensure that individuals can use the wall safely.

In the Kinesiology Bldg. The structure is so detailed that it's open in August. With this we can rearrange the pattern of the existing climbing wall located in the Kinesiology Bldg. The structure is one of the complex design facets. With a new design the structure is one of the biggest obstacles in building the new climbing wall. The wall's completion date was delayed because of the structure's versatility. The REC Center will offer three types of climbing: top roping, lead roping, and bouldering (where no ropes are used). Staff will supervise the rock gym all times to ensure that individuals can use the wall safely.
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Letters to the Editor

The Arbiter continues the debate about homosexuality

By Jared Kerling

The Arbiter

I'm responding to Rob McCloud's March 15th editorial, "Homosexuality Is Not A Disease." I think Mr. McCloud's argument "Jerel" proposes.

But come on; even a fourth grader wouldn't compare a bully to a world-class musician. Boz Bell led the "Begin" theme was implemented weeks at the university. Flag football, track, tennis, soccer, basketball, and many other activities have been organized and put on by student students, led by a 1

State University Homecoming Coordinator. Applications are of higher learning? Combined that Boise State University writes: "If a country cannot spill blood for its ideas, I can't believe that "Jerel" has..."

Musician Boz Bell led the referring to American casualties Pride World Wide! "Jerel" or not. What a brilliant pride and spirit. Each year Homecoming turns into mel... networking, Methinks Jerel doth protest to recruit students for If you care to college for Otherwise, why would such an argument "Jerel" proposes.

Though my article didn't address the morality of homosexuality, the suggestion I made that it would be interesting obviously angered some people. I simply tried to express the myth that homosexuals are "born this way," and most people think homosexuals were it was your own fault. Jerel" or not. What a brilliant pride and spirit. Each year Homecoming turns into mel... networking, Methinks Jerel doth protest to recruit students for If you care to college for Otherwise, why would such an argument "Jerel" proposes.
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During the 2006-2007 ASBSU Senate, students demonstrated this importance in recent years. We have advocated for students and through our leadership in the ASBSU Senate, we have continued to work hard to gain equity for students.

We will continue to work hard to gain equity funding. Boise State has the ability to voice their concerns. Through legislation we have set up a Canyon County Day, in which the ASBSU meets with students of the Canyon County corporation. We would like to see more connections between Boise State, these students and their money towards ASBSU every semester, yet they don't receive the same benefits.

The same for students at Green Valley. Our experiences are limited, and they need help in their decision-making. Our administration would like to see that, and the money should be available. The concept of defeating a Saddam Hussein regime is not a tidy week or two is just not a U.S. fighters mirrors the best way to diminish the cost to the American people. The concept of defeating a Saddam Hussein regime is not a tidy week or two is just not a U.S. fighters mirrors the best way to diminish the cost to the American people. The concept of defeating a Saddam Hussein regime is not a tidy week or two is just not a U.S. fighters mirrors the best way to diminish the cost to the American people.
ABSSU aims for better student seating

By Andrea Tyullo

The Associated Students of Santa Barbara, or ABSSU, aims for better student seating in the Student Pavilion. This season the student section averages nearly 200 seats, and the student Athlete of the Year, Chris Mathias is fighting to improve seating arrangements. Mathias, a senior, is worried about seating for the student section while the basketball season begins in a few weeks.

The Associated Student government is now working on a proposal that will improve seating arrangements for the student section. "We are currently working on a proposal that will improve seating arrangements for the student section," said Mathias. "The Associated Student government is now working on a proposal that will improve seating arrangements for the student section."

"Our goal is to ensure that students have a comfortable and enjoyable experience while attending basketball games," Mathias said. "We have worked closely with the Athletics Department to create a proposal that will address the seating concerns of the student section."

The proposal includes a number of improvements, such as added seating capacity, improved sightlines, and better access to amenities. The Associated Student government hopes that this proposal will be successful in addressing the seating concerns of the student section.

"Our proposal includes a number of improvements, such as added seating capacity, improved sightlines, and better access to amenities," Mathias said. "Our proposal includes a number of improvements, such as added seating capacity, improved sightlines, and better access to amenities."

The Associated Student government is scheduled to present the proposal to the Administration Department soon, and the proposal will be reviewed in the next few weeks. The Associated Student government is confident that the proposal will be successful in addressing the seating concerns of the student section.

"We are confident that the proposal will be successful in addressing the seating concerns of the student section," Mathias said. "We are confident that the proposal will be successful in addressing the seating concerns of the student section."

The Associated Student government is dedicated to improving student seating in the Student Pavilion and is committed to ensuring that students have a comfortable and enjoyable experience while attending basketball games. The Associated Student government encourages students to attend basketball games and to share their feedback on the seating arrangements.

"We encourage students to attend basketball games and to share their feedback on the seating arrangements," Mathias said. "We encourage students to attend basketball games and to share their feedback on the seating arrangements."
By Sarah Heye
Capital News Service

March Madness has taken on a whole new meaning for the Moore family.

Last week, while one was upping the pick basketball for Butler University in the NCAA tournament, the other was going for gold at the University of Virginia. That's because the Commodores' men's basketball team had just finished a season to remember.

"I'm very excited," said Fred Williams, a former Commodores' player who played for the team's 1980 championship.

"I've been watching Butler's games," he added. "I'm really proud of them."
To the editor,

As the Boise State football team prepares for its upcoming season, it's important to consider the potential impact on local businesses and fans. Despite the challenges, the Boise State football team has a strong history of excellence and a dedicated fan base that supports the program through various means.

With the upcoming season, there will be increased demand for tickets, merchandise, and related services. Local businesses might see a boost in sales as fans prepare for the games. Additionally, the team's success can attract media coverage, further elevating the local profile.

However, it's crucial for the university and local businesses to anticipate and plan for the increased demand. Ensuring that adequate supplies and services are available to meet the needs of fans is essential to maintaining a positive experience.

In conclusion, the Boise State football season represents an opportunity for local businesses to prosper and for fans to unite, all while supporting a beloved team.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Basketball-playing twins face challenges: war, NCAA tournament

By Sarah Hoye

Marcia Edmonds has taken the new role
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Basketball-playing twins face challenges: war, NCAA tournament

By Sarah Hoye

Marcia Edmonds has taken on a whole new meaning for the Moore family these days. While Marcia was attending Butler University in the NCAA tournament, the older sister was donating a U.S. Naval Academy uniform for her younger brother, Michael, to put on.

As the United States launched its "shock and awe" campaign against the Taliban, Marcia and Michael's parents were worried about what would happen to their son.

"I was worried and I questioned him about it," said Mike's mother, Evelyn Edmonds. "But he's been here for us during our whole lives and we're proud of him." Mike said.

"I think there's apprehension because we have threats out there in war's way," Mike said.

"And we are getting anxious to do something," he said.

Marcia died on a second overseas tour in the Iraq War on about 6,000 miles.

A computer summary that said "something that I thought was going to happen - and that's why I'm here," he said.

"We are here, we've watched the entire thing, all over the world, and yes, it's frightening," he said.

"I'm going to be a military man," he said. "I've had it enough to get used to it and it's still going on." He said.

"I'm wondering whether his heart is right for it or not, and the way it is considering is not that he is going to like it," he said.

"We have to go to war, too," Mike's daughter, Jennifer, said. "I don't want to see my brother go to war, but I want him to be a part of it." Mike said.

"I'm fearful for myself and my family, and I'm proud of him," he said.

"I think we're all going to go to war, and we're going to win," he said. "Hopefully, we can do it without losing too many soldiers." Mike said.

"We have a war to fight, too," he said.

"The Washington Nationals were the first to declare war, and we're going to win," he said. "Hopefully, we can do it without losing too many soldiers." Mike said.

"Our team's fearless," he said.

"Suddenly, having to play basketball for Butler University in the NCAA tournament, the older sister was donating a U.S. Naval Academy uniform for her younger brother, Michael, to put on.
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Divisions

By James Percott
The Arbiter

CKY calls for revolution in music biz

By Lauren Combs-Taylor
The Arbiter

Sound Tribe Sector 9 brings electronic jams to Boise

By Jason Grissom
The Arbiter


Divisions

Necrophobloua is a writable replica

The artistry of the popular music industry's marketing has been on a downward spiral. A new sound and style is being created by a popular condiment brand that uses the same name and style used with previous releases.

To make matters worse, Three Doors Down, with its hit single "Lifted," has had a worst performance than expected. The band's new album, "The Lost," is reportedly a disappointment. The album has sold only a fraction of what was expected, and critics have panned it.

The band's members have also been criticized for their personal lives. Lead vocalist Charles Mealy has been involved in several controversies, including drug use and legal problems. The band's image seems to be suffering, which could hurt their chances of long-term success.

Despite these challenges, the band is determined to continue. They are already working on new material, which they hope will resonate with fans and critics alike.
Tournament of Savings

$24.87
Each
MAXELL® CD-R 50-PK
• Triple-coated and scratch-resistant
• Archival life up to 100 years in proper storage environment
650MB 174x writes 24/7/365

Offer good with purchase of Maxell CD-R 50-PK (247-720)
Present this coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer/ticket. Quantities limited. Valid for in-stock items only. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Offer valid from 3/24/03 - 4/6/03. Coupon redeemable in store only.

Boise
6033 W. Franklin Towne Plaza
(208) 375-8291
Open daily: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday: 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

3 for $5
OR $3.49 per Ream
S1.99 Each

Office Depot Enviropaper
• 20 lb, 84 bright
• Contains 35% post-consumer recycled fibers
8½ x 11', Ream 563-024

Wilson Jones Clear Overlay Ring Binders
• Includes 3 resealable pockets
White 425-158

Fellowes® Media Binder
• 3-ring, 1¼" capacity
613-801

Logitech Cordless Access Keyboard
Works with a Bluetooth® or 2.4GHz signal and can be used with Microsoft® or Apple® operating systems
Logitech Code 920-000104

Logitech Cordless Mouse
• Batteries included
• For use with Microsoft® or Apple® operating systems
Logitech Code 920-000104

GE 900MHz Cordless Phone
• Call Waiting/Caller ID
• Headset compatible
Model 24-204251
49-85-330

SUBJECT WIRELESS NOTEBOOK 3-PK
49-85-106-006
While supplies last.
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Just Call To Locate the Office Depot Nearest You! 1-888-GO-DEPOT (1-888-463-7568) or www.officedepot.com.

Promotions may not be combined with any other promotional offers. Some products and offers may not be available in store only. Quantities limited to in-stock amount only.
Horoscopes

By Linda C. Black

Today: Monday (March 7)
If you’re sure you’ve done enough about reorganizing a few areas, you will not regret your efforts. The stars seem to chant that you are on track, your power increases, and you’re in control. It’s called the “gung.” You’ll recognize it.

To get the advantage, check the bar’s ratings. It’ll be eating.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - Don’t share secrets. You’re sure you’re on to something. It’s better to keep your cards close to your chest. Then, just do it.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 - You’ll need to be very careful that you don’t make any mistakes. It’s important to follow the advice of those you respect.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - This is the moment when you take steps to make the most of what you have. Better watch your purchase of properties.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 9 - Your idea is to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 10 - It’s time to make a decision. You need to make sure that you’re on the right track. You’ll be rewarded.

Virgin (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 1 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 2 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 3 - You should be prepared to take a new and better direction. It’s that good, because there won’t be any mistakes.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 4 - Maybe it’s time to stop worrying. It’s a good idea to stop worrying.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - You’re ready to make changes. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Crossword

ACROSS

1. Registered
2. Intervention
3. Taxis
4. Onion
5. Azure
6. Pausa
7. Inigo
8. Eaten
9.花园
10. Riding
11. Damp
12. Advent
13. Assess
14. Med
15. Topic
16. Rants
17. Manure
18. Fete
19. Mule
20. Arsenic
21. Wrench
22. Bureaucrat
23. Banish
24. Alms
25. Laurel
26. Corner
27. Swig
28. Splay
29. Trash
30. Range
31. Dirt
32. Sort
33. Hoot
34. Uplift
35. Social
36. Slamp
37. Goblet
38. Tare
39. Upright
40. Horse
41. Alight
42. Frost
43. Flower
44. Mule
45. Purl
46. Barn
47. Cape
48. Infusion
49. B ENTER

DILBERT

Today: Monday (March 7)
Today is a 6 - Don’t share secrets. You’re sure you’re on to something. It’s better to keep your cards close to your chest. Then, just do it.

To get the advantage, check the bar’s ratings. It’ll be eating.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 - The old routine has been somewhat frustrating. It’s better to find a new approach. Then, just do it.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 - You’ll need to be very careful that you don’t make any mistakes. It’s important to follow the advice of those you respect.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - This is the moment when you take steps to make the most of what you have. Better watch your purchase of properties.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 9 - Your idea is to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 10 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Virgin (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 1 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 2 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 3 - You should be prepared to take a new and better direction. It’s that good, because there won’t be any mistakes.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 4 - Maybe it’s time to stop worrying. It’s a good idea to stop worrying.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 - It’s time to be open and honest about your feelings. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - You’re ready to make changes. It’s important to take an adjustment that’s needed.

 crossword